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An intense terahertz field is applied to excite semiconductor quantum wells yielding strong non-equilibrium exciton distributions. Even though the relaxation channels involve a complicated quantum kinetics of Coulomb and phonon effects, distinct relaxation signatures of Coulomb scattering are identified within time-resolved photoluminescence by comparing the experiment with a reduced model that contains all relevant microscopic processes. The analysis uncovers a unique time scale for the Coulomb scattering directly from experiments and reveals the influence of phonon relaxation as well as radiative decay. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4902431]

High-quality semiconductor quantum wells (QWs), especially in GaAs/AlGaAs material systems, provide the opportunity to study the internal structure of excitons.1–4 These Coulomb-bound electron–hole pairs form hydrogen-atom–like states with transition energies matching the terahertz (THz) frequencies (1 THz corresponds to 4.1 meV). In particular, the $1s - 2p$ transition (in hydrogen notation) represents an effective two-level system which can be excited by strong THz fields, leading to phenomena like ac Stark effect,2 high-order-sideband generation,3 and excitonic ionization.4 As shown both theoretically5 and experimentally,6 Coulomb scattering between the nearly energetically degenerate $2s$ and $2p$ states is extremely efficient. While $2p$ excitons cannot recombine radiatively, a $1s$-to-$2p$ excitation also generates $2s$ excitons through such a Coulomb scattering, which was experimentally detected as excess $2s$ photoluminescence.6

In the present work, we investigate the decay of the excess $2s$ photoluminescence (PL) as well as thermalization of the system after a strong THz pulse has excited the $1s$-to-$2p$ transition. We show that the THz excitation strongly disturbs the initial dominant $1s$-exciton population by quenching the $1s$ population and generating $2p$, $2s$, and ionized populations, thus creating a non-equilibrium exciton distribution. The resulting interplay between Coulomb- and phonon scattering leads to nontrivial exciton dynamics. We compare the measured results with a theoretical model that includes all relevant microscopic processes and show that one can isolate the Coulomb-relaxation channel through time-resolved PL measurements. In particular, the unique Coulomb-relaxation channel is identified from temporal features of the $1s$- and $2s$-PL intensity. We also discuss qualitatively the influence of phonon relaxation and radiative decay.

Our sample contains 60 QWs with 8.2-nm wide GaAs wells separated by 19.6-nm wide Al$_{0.34}$Ga$_{0.66}$As barriers. The $1s$ heavy-hole exciton has an absorption linewidth of less than 3 meV.1 The sample is mounted in an optical cryostat and cooled to 6 K. We excite the system with a weak nonresonant optical pulse that mainly creates electron-hole plasma.7 The interactions can form excitons from plasma via a two-step process.8–9 First, the Coulomb interaction creates a correlated electron–hole plasma where electrons and holes attract each other slightly without forming bound excitons. This process proceeds fast on a picosecond time scale. Second, the coupling to phonons provides a possible channel for converting correlated electron-hole plasma into bound excitons in 100 s of picoseconds.10,11 With the near-infrared laser tuned to 1.615 eV, electron–hole pairs in the QW are thus non-resonantly excited at relatively low excitation density of about $10^{10}$ cm$^{-2}$ per QW. We delay the THz excitation by about 600 ps, which guarantees the formation of substantial $1s$-exciton population, as shown in Refs. 8 and 12–14. The spectrally narrow THz pulses are provided by a free-electron laser which allows for time resolution of less than 30 ps. The quasi-cw operation mode enables synchronization to table top Ti:Sapphire laser and, thus, for unique two-color experiments with tunable time delay.15

The PL is detected with a grating spectrometer connected to a streak camera (Hamamatsu) and CCD. Each of these time- and energy-resolved streak images is compared with a second one taken under identical conditions but with THz excitation. In Fig. 1(a), a streak image is shown with THz excitation. For detailed evaluation discussed below, horizontal profiles are taken along the dashed lines which mark the $2s$ ($1.573$ eV) and $1s$ ($1.564$ eV) energies. Figure 1(a) shows that at the arrival time of the THz pulse, defined as time zero, the $1s$ PL is quenched as the $1s$ population is transferred by the absorbed THz photons into higher-energy states, in agreement with earlier experiments.16–18 Additionally, the THz pulse generates excess $2s$ PL, identifying a genuine many-body signature. As explained in Ref. 6, the Coulomb scattering among excitons mixes the nearly degenerate $2p$ and $2s$ exciton states, which eventually yields a direct $1s$-to-$2s$ transfer, a process that is dipole-forbidden in a non-interacting system. The detected pronounced $2s$ peak is about two orders of magnitude
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FIG. 1. (a) Streak image of the time-resolved PL with THz excitation at a photon energy of 8.7 meV and 28 nJ/cm² THz fluence. The colors indicate the PL intensity and the patterned area marks the filter edge. (b) The center-of-mass distribution is shown for ionized states (top), as well as 2s, 2p, and 1s states (below). The vertical arrows indicate the phonon relaxation while the bent arrows highlight the momentum relaxation between dark and bright exciton states.

As a major relaxation mechanism, the radiative exciton-recombination process is highly selective because photon’s momentum must match with exciton’s center-of-mass (COM) momentum. In GaAs-type systems, the photon momentum $q_{ph}$ is extremely small compared to a typical exciton momentum $q$. Therefore, only a small fraction of excitons can recombine radiatively. Momentum distributions of different excitons during the relaxation process are illustrated schematically in Fig. 1(b); bright (dark) excitons, indicated by red (black) line, have a small (large) momentum inside (beyond) the so-called optical cone ($q < q_{ph}$ ($|q| > q_{ph}$), denoted by bright (dark) shading, such that they can (cannot) recombine radiatively to produce PL. Due to this momentum-selective recombination, the bright excitons decay radiatively (shown by the decreased occupation around $q = 0$ in Fig. 1(b)), while the dark excitons remain in the system for a very long time. However, the scattering from dark to bright excitons not only feeds bright excitons but eventually drains also the dark excitons. Therefore, especially, the 1s-exciton distribution exhibits a strong hole burning at small momenta, as shown in Refs. 7, 21, and 22. Figure 1(b) illustrates schematically the effect of radiative hole burning on different exciton levels. In GaAs-type semiconductors, the radiative decay is fast for the bright 1s excitons, while it is moderate for the 2s excitons and nonexistent for the $p$-like as well as for dark excitons as indicated by the respective extents of hole burning in Fig. 1(b). Due to superradiant coupling among 60 QWs, the radiative decay of bright 1s (2s) excitons is 3 ps (39 ps) that is roughly eight times faster than for a single QW.

As the hole burning proceeds, momentum relaxation among excitons [red horizontal arrows, Fig. 1(b)] replenishes the hole, mainly due to acoustic phonons which represent an additional relaxation channel. We find that our experiments are explained when the momentum-relaxation time is $\tau_{MOM} = 32$ ps. This time is much slower than the hole burning such that the hole remains significant while the overall radiative decay of excitons is slow. The analytical formula for the overall radiative decay, given by

$$\tau_{rad} = (\tau_{rad,1s} + \tau_{MOM})(1 + F),$$

shows that the used $\tau_{rad,2}$ and $\tau_{MOM}$ effects combined yield an overall radiative decay time of 600 ps for all excitons. As outlined in the SM, the factor $F$ defines the ratio of dark versus bright exciton densities and is given by $F = 16$ in our case. Equation (1) shows that the overall PL decay determines only the product of individual relaxation times and $F$, not the individual $\tau_{rad,1s}$, $\tau_{MOM}$, or $F$.

The THz excitation itself strongly inverts the system such that phonons are needed to thermalize the system toward the 1s state [dashed arrows, Fig. 1(b)], yielding an independent relaxation channel with time scale $\tau_{TD}$. Our experiments are explained by $\tau_{TD} = 600$ ps thermalization time as shown below. Besides the phonon effects, we also model the Coulomb scattering among 1s, 2s, and 2p excitons based on the theory of Ref. 6. The effective 2s-to-2p conversion time $\tau_c = 100$ ps explains the experiments as shown below. We note that the Coulomb scattering represents another important relaxation mechanism among excitons and is responsible for efficient 1s-to-2s population transfer even...
when the THz field is resonant only with the 1s-to-2p transition.

Figure 2 shows an experiment–theory comparison of the 2s-decay and 1s-recovery dynamics. The experimental time traces are obtained through an integration over a ±2 meV spectral range in Fig. 1(a) along horizontal profiles marked by the dashed lines. We compare measured PL intensities with theoretically computed exciton populations which are proportional to the resulting PL intensity. As discussed above, many processes are simultaneously involved with the quantum kinetics of exciton dynamics, which makes the relaxation a complicated mix of interaction effects. In the following, however, we describe how one can focus on a particular relaxation aspect by following specific measured 1s and 2s PL features to extract the relaxation time $\tau_c$ of the Coulomb relaxation. In other words, there is a particular marker within the measured PL that uniquely defines the time constant $\tau_c$.

We focus on the initial fast decay of the 2s-PL dynamics [Fig. 2(b), red] and find that it matches the Coulomb-conversion time $\tau_c$, as indicated by the black dashed line $[\exp(-t/\tau_c)]$ in Fig. 2(b). This time scale is determined by the fast Coulomb conversion that mixes the 2s, 2p, and 1s states and relaxes 2s densities into the ground state. Hence, we find that the Coulomb-conversion time $\tau_c$ can be extracted by the initial 2s-PL dynamics shortly after the THz-pulse center. Now turning to the recovery of the 1s-PL signal [Fig. 2(d)], this process takes comparatively long, as the temporal maximum between recovery and eventual decay of the 1s-PL is just reached about 0.5 ns after the THz pulse, and is observed to occur with a time constant of 350 ps, as shown in more detail in the SM. Accordingly to our theory, this slow-down of the 1s-PL recovery, which has not been addressed in Ref. 6, is caused by the phonon-relaxation time $\tau_{\text{rad}}$ which increases the transient occupation of dark states during thermalization. We also find that the tail of the 2s PL [Fig. 2(b), red] and 1s PL [Fig. 2(d), shaded] both decay as $\exp(-t/\tau_{\text{rad}})$, such that the overall radiative decay is the dominant process within this dynamical range.

After the different time constants are fixed based on different temporal regions in $\Delta\text{PL}_{1s}$ and $\Delta\text{PL}_{2s}$, we indeed find an excellent agreement with experiment and theory, which shows that the parametrization of complicated relaxation physics works remarkably well. For example, we correctly obtain the decay of the 1s PL without THz field, as well as quenching and shelving which both can be seen in the 1s PL when the THz field is applied. In particular, the ratio of THz-on and THz-off 1s-PL beyond 400 ps [Fig. 2(d), red vs. shaded] yields nearly identical shelving of 1s excitons in experiment and theory. The shelving mechanism is known from other experiments: Due to transient occupation of 2p excitons and other optically dark exciton states, the overall radiative decay is suppressed, which yields excess 1s PL after excitons return toward the ground state. Additionally, we observe that the 2s signal shows a two-time decay behavior, as observed previously, with an initial fast decay time of 50 ps due to Coulomb scattering and a subsequent slow decay due to the overall radiative decay and phonon relaxation.

To determine whether Coulomb- and phonon interaction yield nonlinear relaxation when the system is excited far from equilibrium, Fig. 3(a) presents the measured 2s PL for increasing THz fluence for a fixed THz energy of 8.7 meV. Figure 3(a) reveals that there are no significant changes of the 2s-decay times for stronger THz excitation. We have supported this observation via the rate-equation-model which
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we apply for increasing THz fluence using the same relaxation times for all curves, see Fig. 3(b) which shows the computed 2s population. We have also checked that the corresponding experiment vs. theory 1s-PL curves match very well throughout the excitation range studied when using the same relaxation parameters, demonstrating that also the 1s-recovery time is independent of the THz-excitation strength.

We next investigate how the relative quenching level $Q$ of the 1s-PL signal changes as a function of THz fluence $\Phi_{\text{THz}}$; see Fig. 3. Inset. For resonant 1s–2p excitation (8.7 meV), the quenching changes linearly with $\Phi_{\text{THz}}$ between 0 and 20 nJ/cm$^2$ and converges to $Q = 1$, which means 100% depletion of the 1s level. For THz-photon energy of 10.6 meV (slightly above resonance), the relative 1s quenching shows similar behavior. Note that we study here a large range of THz fluences which leads to large changes in quenching levels. In particular, the blue curve in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) corresponds to almost a complete quench of 1s densities, demonstrating that we can fit the experimental results throughout a wide excitation regime with the same relaxation parameters.

In conclusion, we have investigated the interplay of Coulomb- and phonon relaxation of THz-induced non-equilibrium exciton distributions. In particular, we have studied the decay of the 2s PL and the recovery of the 1s PL after resonant THz excitation of 1s excitons in GaAs QWs into the 2p state and ionization continuum. As the most prominent signature, a fast 2s-PL decay with a time constant of 50 ps due to efficient 2s–2p Coulomb scattering was observed, whereas the recovery of the 1s PL was found to take significantly longer because of slow thermalization. We find that the long-time dynamics is dominated by the overall radiative decay. Additionally, the phonon relaxation influences the time when both 1s-PL curves (THz on and off) are crossing.

We have provided a simple and practical model to extract relaxation rates from experimental data. The reduced model accurately reproduces the main features of the relaxation dynamics and dissolves the complicated quantum kinetics involved among excitons.
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